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Abstract-- A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a special 

case of wireless ad hoc network consisting of a large no of 

Sensor Nodes(SNs) where each SN consists of  a 

microcontroller, memory, battery unit together with a 

communication interface. WSNs are having a variety of 

applications in industrial, medical and military areas. 

Sensing is performed by  the SNs and sensed data is 

processed and shared via a radio communication unit to a 

sink or base station. Sensor networks are more prone to 

error failures due to their unique characteristics. A fault 

represents the incorrect state of hardware or software as a 

consequence of a failure of a component. Since WSNs are 

more prone to failures due to battery depletions, hardware 

failures, communication link failures, fault detection and to 

get the desired level of functionality in the presence of fault is 

necessary. In this paper self healing and some of the fault 

tolerant mechanisms for Wireless Sensor Networks are 

covered in detail. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a collection of 

hundreds of Sensor Nodes (SNs) equipped with the 

capabilities of sensing , computing and communicating 

and  are mostly battery operated and deployed in 

unattended environments . Mainly the WSNs are used to 

monitor physical or environmental conditions such as 

temperature, pressure, sound etc. and to collectively pass 

the sensed data to Base Station or Sink. The motivation 

behind the development of WSNs is military applications 

such as battlefield surveillance [1].  Having the unique 

features such as self organization and dynamic 

reconfiguration capabilities of SNs they are suitable for 

the applications to monitor and obtain data in harsh 

environments.   

 
Fig.1. Structural view of a Sensor Node 

Fig 1 represents the structural components of  a sensor 

node consisting of mainly Sensing unit, computational unit 

and Transmission unit. The SN may also consists of 

additional components such as Location finding system 

and mobilize depending on the application [2] . 

Fig 2 represents how the communication takes place 

from a SN to the user. The Sensor Nodes of a WSN may 

fail due to many reasons [3] . First and foremost is ,  SNs 

are deployed in inhospitable environments and unattended 

deployments. Second, SNs having limited battery power 

may deplete their batteries for in network processing  and  

communicating the data to the central controller. SNs are 

more fragile in nature. Environmental influence is more on 

their sensing components. Last, communication links are 

more failure prone. Therefore, it is necessary to detect 

network failures in advance and to keep the network in 

reoperation state and this process of finding faults is 

termed as fault detection. The objective of fault detection 

is to find that the services being provided are functioning 

properly. Generally a fault is any type of defect that may 

lead to an error [4]. An error represents an incorrect 

system state which leads to failure. Failure is the 

manifestation of an error, which occurs when the system 

deviates from its specification and cannot deliver its 

intended functionality. These faults may occur at different 

levels in different components of a WSN and they can 

propagate from node level to network level and from 

network level to sink level and from sink level to 

application level [4] . The failures that may occur in 

WSNs may be categorized into  crash, omission, timing, 

value and arbitrary depending upon the observable 

manifestation of underlying faults. If these faults are not 

treated properly then the entire system is considered 

faulty. 

 
Fig.2. Communication architecture of a WSN 
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Self-Healing Systems are a subset of traditional fault 

tolerant computing systems [5]. In fault tolerant systems, 

if any component fails, a backup component or procedure 

immediately takes its place with no loss of service. Self-

Healing is defined as the property which enables a system 

to understand that it is not working properly and makes the 

necessary adjustments to restore itself to normalcy. Self-

healing Systems try to heal themselves from observed 

faults. They are more concerned about post fault or post 

attack states. All the operations are mirrored in Fault 

tolerant system, but they are not comprised recovery 

oriented computing techniques.  Different issues involved 

in a self-healing process are Maintenance of normal state, 

Failure Detection and Recovery. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 discusses the problems related to node failure, 

Sections 3 gives the related work,  and in section 4 some 

of the existing fault tolerant mechanisms are briefed. 

Finally, Conclusion is presented in the last section. 

 

II. PROBLEMS RELATED TO NODE FAILURE 
 

Due to the dynamic nature of sensor networks, the nodes 

may be failed due to any reasons that include power 

depletion, circuit malfunction, processor failure, unreliable 

radio links,  malicious attacks and so on. When WSNs 

operate for some time, some SNs starts to die as they have 

consumed their limited battery power for various network 

operations and for data communication. Since battery 

power  impacts transmission range low battery power 

causes poor connectivity between SNs. Hence, they will 

be no longer connected to the network causing the network 

partitioning. With the loss in connectivity and network 

partitions delay increases and the data may not reach in 

time at the collection point or sink.  Hardware failures will 

generally lead to software failures and a data acquisition 

application will not perform properly if the underlying 

sensors are providing incorrect readings. In Fig 3. The red 

coloured node represents the faulty node . 

 
Fig.3. Faulty node in WSN 

 

The overall lifetime of a WSN may decrease if the 

situations are not dealt properly [6]. Sensor Node faults 

cannot be handled easily like in traditional networks due to 

the following reasons. 

First, traditional network protocols try to get point to 

point reliability , where as Wireless Sensor Networks are 

more concerned with reliable event detection. 

Second, Wireless Sensor Networks are more prone to 

failures than traditional wireless networks.  

Third, the nodes in Wireless Sensor Networks operate 

on limited power supplies whereas the nodes in traditional 

networks are constantly powered and the nodes in wireless 

adhoc networks are also rechargeable regularly. 

To overcome SN failures and to reestablish network 

connectivity the failure nodes should be  identified and 

appropriate measures must be taken to guarantee network 

connectivity and avoid network partitioning. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 
 

The reliability of  WSNs is affected by faults that may 

occur due to various reasons such as malfunctioning 

hardware, software glitches, dislocation, or environmental 

hazards, e.g. fire or flood. It is necessary for a  WSN that 

is not prepared to deal with such situations to be able to 

detect faults early else the overall lifetime may reduce , or 

may lead to hazardous consequences in critical application 

contexts[7].  

Fault detection in Sensor Networks mostly depends on 

the type of applications and the type of failures. Fault 

detection can be done in WSNs in two ways[8] : 

Centralized and  distributed . In centralized approach, a 

centralized node which may be a base station or central 

controller identifies the failure or misbehaving node in 

WSNs. For ex,Sympathy[8] , which uses a message 

flooding approach to pool current states from SNs. Even 

though centralized fault detection scheme is efficient and 

can identify faults to a certain extent, it is difficult to  

collect the SNs states periodically in WSNs as they are 

more  resource constrained . In distributed approach, the 

fault detection responsibility is evenly distributed to all the 

SNs in the network and a node is allowed to make certain 

levels of decision before communicating with the central 

node. Ex: Failure detection via neighbour coordination, 

node fault self detection and self correction on its 

hardware physical malfunction. 

Fault tolerance is required for a system to continue it’s 

operation without any interruption even if certain kind of 

faults  are present and fault tolerance  can be achieved 

with active and passive replication[9]. All queries are 

processed by all replicas in active replication while with 

passive replication, a query is processed by a single 

instance and another takes over only this instance fails. 

Some of the active replication mechanisms include 

multipath routing , sensor value aggregation and ignoring 

values from faulty nodes. Fault recovery mechanisms for 

WSNs may differ in terms of architectures, protocols and 

detection algorithms. 

 

IV. FAULT DETECTION AND TOLERANT 

MECHANISMS 
 

In this section, we discuss some of the existing fault 

detection and tolerance mechanisms applicable in WSNs.   
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In [10], a fault tolerant routing method which combines 

leveling algorithm and transmission range extension 

technique is  proposed for wireless sensor grid networks. 

A level value which is an indication of  hop distance to 

sink  is assigned to each node. These level values are 

updated with RREQ  and  RREP messages until the 

network converges completely. But, since this  leveling is 

limited to unpartitioned  networks , a heuristic approach is 

also used to increase the transmission power and to extend  

the  communication range of the nodes to solve the 

partitioned network problem i.e,  if there is  no next hop 

available among the directly connected neighbor bodes, 

range extension is requested. Local routing path update is 

performed immediately after each range extension. Fig 4 

shows that the probability of network portioning decreases 

when both leveling algorithm and extending range 

concepts are combined together. 

 
Fig.4. Probability of network partitioning 

 

In [11] proposed a distributed fault detection method to 

detect faulty SNs..  Every node in the network maintains 

its own network table consisting of sensor id, similarity 

coefficient between neighbouring nodes and the state of 

the node. A similarity test is carried out between every 

node to detect the faulty node  The similarity test is using 

extended  jaccard coefficient technique. The similarity 

correlation is compared with the threshold value ,which is 

predefined ,and the simulation results are showed in fig 5.   

 
Fig.5. Simulation of  faulty node detection using NS-2 

Similarity test succeeds when it is greater than this 

threshold value and the node is said to be a faulty node 

when the test value is less than the predefined threshold 

value. 

In [12] proposed Energy Efficient and Fault Tolerant 

routing LEACH which provides network fault tolerance 

and achieves reliability. This protocol mainly consists of 3 

phases. In  the first phase , clusters are formed and cluster 

heads are selected. During the second  phase, the cluster 

members sense and transmit data to the cluster head and 

the cluster head aggregates the collected data before 

sending it to the Base-Station. The third phase is related to 

the fault detection. The sudden failure of CHs may 

partition the network or degrade application performance. 

Therefore , during the third phase the aliveness of CHs 

determined  and that information is disseminated to the 

rest of the network and CH fault recovery process is 

initiated based on the residual energy remained in the SNs. 

The node having enough residual energy is considered to 

act as the Cluster Head. Fig 6 shows the simulation results 

and it can be understood that  EF-LEACH can detect 

failures of SNs more efficiently and maintains the 

connectivity and the reliability of data transfer even when 

a node in the network runs out of  energy. 

 
Fig.6. Throughput 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper,  the various approaches for  fault detection 

and fault tolerance in WSNs and their  challenging issues 

are addressed. With this study, it is understood that a 

particular selection of FDT mechanism depends on the 

type of application that we are being developed for. 

However, no approach gives extensive support to cover all 

type of faults that a SN exposes to. In future we are trying 

to propose an efficient fault tolerance technique that self 

heals the WSN without reconfiguring the nodes. 
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